
Spiritual direction is a privileged time 
and place to confidentially reflect with a 
trusted person about your relationship 
with God. In addition to participating in 
the support groups, meeting individually 
with a Spiritual Director at St. Laurence 
can facilitate your grieving and  
healing process.  

The focus is your life with God as it is 
lived out in all your experiences. Spiritual  
direction is for those who may be experi-
encing life’s transitions and even at times 
seeking God when it feels like God is  
distant.  The gift of spiritual direction is 
the process of coming home to your  
deepest self, discovering God in the  
midst of daily living. 

For more information, please contact   
Anne Marie Daniel at 281-265-5774 
or adaniel@stlaurence.org.

The St. Laurence Bereavement Ministry 
is committed to serve all among us  
who have experienced the death of  
a loved one, by providing support 

through three different support groups, 
all with the same goal; that is,  

comfort and healing.
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GRIEF SUPPORT MINISTRY 
Tuesday 6:30 pm 
Ave Maria Center

The hopelessness and sadness that comes from  
experiencing the loss of a loved one can leave us 
frozen in place and isolated, just trying to cope  
with everyday life.   

Support groups are an important tool for finding 
hope as well as providing coping tools for this  
journey.  

The “Walking Through Grief” program from 
the Grief Toolbox gives insight from national 
experts who themselves walk(ed) the grief journey!  
You participate as much or as little as you wish 
while  we provide a safe and secure place where 
you know that others understand your pain. 
Meetings are  held every Tuesday night at 6:30 pm. 
We are a group of compassionate lay people who 
also have experienced the death of  someone we 
dearly loved.  Join us to listen, share, and discover 
tools that help to ease the pain on this grief 
journey! 

All are welcome, any denomination or parish. 
Whether your loss is recent or in the past we will 
walk the grief journey with you!  No one should 
grieve alone! 

For information or questions please contact Sandy 
at 832-451-9117 or help2grieve@hotmail.com

Contact Agnes Fernandes at 281.933.3721 or  
agnesffernandes@gmail.com.

Helping Our Pain Ease
A 7-week structured program that teaches 
you how to grieve and heal
Recommended for ALL who are grieving a recent  
or past death
HOPE is a free, adult informative grief support group 
led by a hospice-trained professional facilitator which 
helps in processing and learning how to cope with the 
death of a loved one.

Although everyone’s grief is unique, there are four 
behavioral and psychological tasks that a person must 
complete in adjusting to his loss. The HOPE program 
focuses on how to complete these four tasks. 

The mission of the HOPE program is to help those  
hurting, learn how to grieve and recognize that  
in completing the necessary tasks they will heal.  
It recognizes that grief is experienced by every race, 
faith, gender and ethnicity.

Participating in the HOPE program is essential  
because it teaches you how to grieve and heal. The 
Grief Support and Grieving Families groups are  
recommended before and/or after the HOPE group 
to provide weekly or monthly support as needed.

All three groups are provided to help you fully grieve. 
For more information contact: 
Annette Bisanz at 281-980-1449 (Weekday Evenings)
Kathy Heinemann at 281-468-0738  
(Weekday Evenings)
Kathryn Green at 361-779-1734 (Weekday Evenings)
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Journey HOPE
GRIEVING FAMILIES 
Coping with sudden or tragic death of a loved  
one can be very difficult. Survivors are often  
overwhelmed by the grief that follows an  
unexpected death, and this may complicate the 
grieving process. 

Connecting with others who are also grieving  
the sudden death of loved ones can facilitate the 
healing process. While the Grieving Families group 
began to focus on survivors who have suffered the 
overwhelming grief that is the result of the death  
of loved ones through murder, suicide, accident, 
illness, or any sudden death, the group welcomes 
all those who are grieving. No matter where you are 
in your grief, talking with others who are walking 
in your shoes can and does help. 

This group meets on the third Thursday each 
month at the St. Laurence Ave Maria Parish  
Life Center 1:00 pm to 2:30 pm.

Healing




